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Abstract
A torus action on a symplectic variety allows one to construct
solutions to the quantum Yang-Baxter equations (R-matrices). For
a torus action on cotangent bundles over flag varieties the resulting
R-matrices are the standard rational solutions of the Yang-Baxter
equation, which are well known in the theory of quantum integrable
systems. The torus action on the instanton moduli space leads to more
complicated R-matrices, depending additionally on two equivariant
parameters t1 and t2. In this paper we derive an explicit expression
for the R-matrix associated with the instanton moduli space. We
study its matrix elements and its Taylor expansion in the powers of
the spectral parameter. Certain matrix elements of this R-matrix
give a generating function for the characteristic classes of tautological
bundles over the Hilbert schemes in terms of the bosonic cut-and-join
operators. In particular we rederive from the R-matrix the well known
Lehn’s formula for the first Chern class.
We explicitly compute the first several coefficients for the power
series expansion of the R-matrix in the spectral parameter. These
coefficients are represented by simple contour integrals of some sym-
metrized bosonic fields.
∗ Department of Mathematics, Columbia University, New York USA and ITEP,
Moscow, Russia; asmirnov@math.columbia.edu, asmirnov@itep.ru
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1 Introduction
Many achievements in modern mathematical physics are deeply interrelated
and in the end should appear as faces of one mathematical structure. Among
the subjects that, presumably, have common origin are the recent geometri-
cal research of instanton moduli spaces [1]-[23], the topological string theories
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[24]-[26], supersymmetric quantum field theories [27]-[32], work on quantum
invariants of three dimensional manifolds and knots, three-dimensional grav-
ity [33]-[40], exactly solvable models of classical and statistical mechanics
[41]-[47] and other topics.
These theories are distingushed by their integrability. This means that
many properties of their models can be understood completely using only a
big internal symmetry of these models. A good example of this property is
the explicit computation of the celebrated Nekrasov partition functions [27]-
[30], or recent computations of knot invariants in the refined Chern-Simons
theory [35]-[38].
The symmetries of these models are not necessarily classical objects. In
the simplest case of classical integrable systems they are well understood
universal enveloping algebras of the simple Lie algebras. In the case of the
quantum theories they might form much more complicated structures - Yan-
gians, quantum groups, Hecke algebras, etc. The representation theory for
these algebras is becoming one of the main tools in this field [1].
The main approach to investigating these algebras was developed in the
study of the exactly solvable statistical systems and is known as the quantum
inverse scattering method (QISM) [41]-[45]. The main ingredient of QISM is
the quantum R-matrix. It miraculously contains all the essential information
about the symmetry algebra. Once we know the corresponding R-matrix, the
QISM usually gives an explicit recipe for computing all the essential proper-
ties of the system. For example we get correlation functions in TQFT, full
set of commuting hamiltonians in the quantum integrable system, invariants
of 3d manifolds and knots, the explicit expressions for characteristic classes
in K-theory of T -spaces and more.
Even though the common integrable nature of the fields mentioned above
is known, nobody has attempted, to the best of our knowledge, to find the
R-matrix related to these theories. This article is a first step in this direction.
Following recent work of A. Okounkov and D. Maulik ([1] section 4), we
define the R-matrix as the operator acting inH•T (X), where X is a symplectic
variety endowed with the hamiltonian action of a torus T . By definition, this
operator gives a certain solution of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation with
a spectral parameter u ∈ H•T (pt). We compute the R-matrix explicitly for
the cotangent bundles to Flag varieties, more generally - An quiver varieties
and for X = M(r, n) - the moduli space of rank r framed sheaves on P2
or simply the instanton moduli space. The first two examples show that
this method reproduces the well known operators in the QISM: for the flag
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manifolds the corresponding R-matrices coincide with the standard rational
R-matrix for gl(N) in the fundamental representations.
We are mainly interested in the operator R(u) acting on the cohomology
of the instanton moduli space. In section 5 we derive an explicit expression
for this operator in terms of the fermionic operators. In addition, we check
that it reproduces known formulae for the equivariant characteristic classes
of tautological bundle over Hilbert schemes. For example, using the explicit
form of R-matrix we rederive Lehn’s formula for the first Chern class of the
tautological bundle [3].
We continue with a short outline of the geometry of Hilbert schemes,
moduli spaces and R-matrices. The Hilbert scheme Hilbn of n points in the
plane C2 has been and remains the focus of numerous studies in the field of
mathematical physics [2]-[4]. The cohomology of this space is identified with
the space of symmetric polynomials in an infinite number of variables:
H•
( ∞∐
n=0
Hilbn
)
≃ C[p1, p2, ...] = F (1)
The last space is usually referred to as the boson Fock space and will be
denoted by F. As a ring F is generated by the Chern classes ck(V) of the
tautological bundle V over
∞∐
n=0
Hilbn. The multiplication by the Chern classes
gives certain operators in F. For example in [3] the following formula for the
first Chern class is derived:
c1(V) = −
1
2
∞∑
m,n=0
nmpn+m
∂2
∂pn∂pm
= −
1
2
∞∑
m,n=1
α−m−nαnαm (2)
where the boson operators αn act on the Fock space as in [6]:
α−n = pn, αn = n
∂
∂pn
, for n > 0 (3)
The cohomological degree of the polynomials is deg pn = 2(n − 1). Thus,
(2) is a locally nilpotent operator on F increasing the degree by 2. The
equivariant cohomology of this space is a tensor product:
H•B
( ∞∐
n=0
Hilbn
)
≃ H•
( ∞∐
n=0
Hilbn
)
⊗ C[t1, t2] (4)
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Here B ≃ (C∗)2 is an algebraic torus acting on a plane by scaling the coor-
dinates:
(z1, z2) · (x, y) = (z1x, z2y) (5)
what induces an action of B on Hilbn and t1, t2 are the equivariant parameters
corresponding to the characters of B.
In the equivariant case, the operators of multiplication on the character-
istic classes are not locally nilpotent anymore. The operator for c1(V) in the
equivariant case has the form [2]:
c1(V) =
1
2
∞∑
m,n=1
(
t1t2α−mα−nαn+m − α−m−nαnαm
)
+
~
2
∞∑
n=1
(n− 1)α−nαn (6)
where ~ = t1 + t2. In the limit t1 = t2 = 0, this operator gives the ordinary
first Chern class (2). The last formula for c1(V) identifies it with the well
known hamiltonian of the quantum trigonometric Calogero-Moser system [2].
It gives a first nontrivial element from the set of the cut-and-join operators
studied for example in [22]-[23]. The operators cm(V) have even degrees and
commute with each other, thus can be diagonalized simultaneously. The
characteristic classes in the equivariant cohomology always act diagonally on
the classes of fixed points. Thus, the basis of H•B
( ∞∐
n=0
Hilbn
)
consisting of
the common eigenvectors for cm(V) is given by the equivariant classes of the
fixed points HilbBn . The fixed points of B-action are naturally labeled by
Young diagrams λ with |λ| = n. The polynomial representing the class [λ]
in the Fock space is the Jack polynomial with the parameter θ = −t1/t2:
jλ(pn) ∈ C[p1, p2, ...]⊗ C[t1, t2] (7)
The eigenvalues of c1 for jλ(pn) is the character of the fiber over the fixed
point λ:
c1(V) jλ(pn) =
∑
(i,j)∈λ
(
(i− 1)t1 + (j − 1)t2
)
jλ(pn) (8)
The study of the Hilbert schemes gets simpler if one considers the embedding
to a bigger space:
Hilbn →֒M(n, r) (9)
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where M(n, r) is the moduli space of framed, rank r torsion free sheafs on P2
with fixed Chern class c2 = n. There is a well known isomorphism between
this space and the moduli space of the instantons on P2 and to abbreviate
the notation, we refer to M(n, r) as the instanton moduli space in the text.
The framing of sheaf S, by definition, is the choice of the isomorphism:
S|
P
→ OrP (10)
where P is a fixed line, usually considered as a line at infinity of a plane
C2 ⊂ P2. The moduli space carries the natural action of the group:
G = GL(r)×GL(2) (11)
where the second factor acts on C2 and the first one changes the framing.
We denote by A and B the maximal tori of the first and the second factors
in (11) respectively, and denote T = A × B the torus of the whole group.
Following [1] in section 4 we define a canonical map
R : H•T
( ∞∐
n=0
MA(n, r)
)
⊗ C(t) −→ H•T
( ∞∐
n=0
MA(n, r)
)
⊗ C(t) (12)
(Here the tensoring with rational functions C(t) on the Lie algebra t of T is
the localization.) For a fixed set we have:
MA(n, r) =
∐
n1+...+nr=n
Hilbn1 × ...× Hilbnr (13)
The action of the first and the second component of (11) on the moduli space
commute, thus T/A = B acts on (13). We have
H•T
( ∐
n1+...+nr=n
Hilbn1 × ...× Hilbnr
)
= F⊗r ⊗ C[t1, t2, u1, ..., ur]
and, the map R can be considered as an operator:
R(u1, ..., ur) : F
⊗r −→ F⊗r (14)
acting in the tensor powers of the Fock space and depending on the equiv-
ariant characters ui, i = 1...r of the torus A as parameters. The case that
will be important to us is r = 2, when we have the operator:
R(u) : F ⊗ F −→ F ⊗ F (15)
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with u = u1−u2. The operators corresponding to r > 2 are certain products
of (15).
By the construction, R(u) satisfies the following Quantum Yang-Baxter
Equation (QYBE) in F⊗3:
R12(u)R13(u+ v)R23(v) = R23(v)R13(u+ v)R12(u) (16)
where the operator R12(u) acts as R(u) in the first two tensor components
of F⊗3 and as identity in the last one, i.e. R12(u) = R(u) ⊗ 1 and similarly
for the other indices.
Given a solution of QYBE, we can apply the whole power of the quantum
inverse scattering method [41]-[47], to identify F with the Hilbert space of
certain quantum integrable system. The set of commuting quantum hamil-
tonians for this system can be extracted from R-matrix as its specific matrix
elements [44]. For example, in our case, we consider the following subspace
in F⊗2:
Fvac = vac⊗ F
Here vac is the vacuum vector in F, corresponding to 1 in C[p1, p2, ...] ⊗
C[t1, t2]. Let T(u) : Fvac → Fvac be the matrix element of R(u) for this
subspace. Obviously, Fvac is isomorphic to a copy of the Fock space, such
that T(u) is some operator in C[p1, p2, ...]⊗ C[t1, t2]. As direct consequence
of QYBE [44], we obtain
[T(u),T(v)] = 0 (17)
We normalize R-matrix such that near u =∞ the Taylor expansion has the
form:
T(u) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
Hnu
−n (18)
Then (17) implies that the coefficients commute [Hn,Hm] = 0 and thus can
be identified with a set of commuting integrals of motion of some integrable
system. Our case, in particular, corresponds to the trigonometric Calogero-
Moser system with infinite number of particles, as for example, shown in [2].
The explicit form of the R-matrix, provides the formulae for the coef-
ficients Hn directly in the form of boson operators. For example, the first
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coefficients take the form:
H1 = −~
∞∑
n=1
α−nαn,
H2 =
~
2
∞∑
m,n=1
(
t1t2α−mα−nαn+m − α−m−nαmαn
)
+
+
~2
2
( ∞∑
n=1
α−nαn
)2
+
~2
2
∞∑
n=1
nα−nαn
On the other hand, as follows from the definition of the R-matrix (see
section 6.1), T(u) must be diagonal in the basis of fixed points jλ. The
corresponding eigenvalues have the form:
T(u) jλ =
e(V⊗ u)
e(V⊗ u⊗ ~)
∣∣∣∣
λ
jλ (19)
where e(L) ∈ H•T (X) stands for the T -equivariant Euler class of the bundle
L, and we denoted by the characters ~ = t1+ t2 and u the trivial equivariant
line bundles with the corresponding scaling action of the torus T on their
fibers. The tautological bundle V will be identified with certain subbundle
of the normal bundle to Hilbn in M(n, r).
By virtual splitting, assume that the tautological bundle V splits to the
sum of line bundles. Let us enote by xi, i = 1...rkV the corresponding Chern
roots. Then, for the equivariant Euler class we obtain:
e(V⊗ u)
e(V⊗ u⊗ ~)
=
rk V∏
i=1
(u+ xi)
rkV∏
i=1
(u+ ~+ xi)
(20)
The Chern classes of V are the elementary symmetric polynomials in the
Chern roots, i.e. the generating function is:
rkV∏
k=1
(1 + zxi) =
rkV∑
i=1
zici(V) (21)
Therefore expanding (20) in power series at u =∞, using (21) we obtain:
T(u) = 1−
~ rkV
u
+
~c1(V) + ~
2rkV(rkV+ 1)/2
u2
+O(u−2) (22)
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so that in general the coefficient of u−n in the expansion is some universal
polynomial in Chern classes ci(V) and rank rkV. Now, comparing the coef-
ficients of expansion in (22) with same expansion (18) give us the explicit
formulas for operators cn(V) in terms of the Nakajima boson operators. For
example, we obtain:
rkV =
∞∑
k=1
α−kαk (23)
Analogously, the coefficient in u−2 gives Lehn’s formula (6).
This article has the following structure: section 2 contains a short intro-
duction to the cohomology of Hilbert schemes and instanton moduli. Follow-
ing [1] (section 3) in section 3 we define the stable map in the cohomology
of symplectic T -space. We describe the tautological bundle on the Hilbert
schemes as the component of the normal bundle in the instanton moduli
space. In section 4 we define the R-matrix and compute it explicitly in the
case of cotangent bundles to flag varieties. We describe the factorization
procedure for the R-matrices. This procedure gives us certain product for-
mulae for the R-matrices associated with An -quiver varieties and instanton
moduli. In section we compute explicitly unknown factors in the product
formulas of section 4, using the fusion procedure from QISM. This finishes
the computations of R-matrices in the case of An varieties and instanton
moduli spaces. In the last section 6 we study the matrix elements and the
power series expansion of instanton R-matrix. In particular we rederive the
Lehn’s formula for the first Chern class.
Acknowledgements: I would like to thank A. Okounkov for suggesting
this project to me, countless explanations, discussions of the subject and his
interest to this work. I am grateful to Michael McBreen and Andrei Negut
for valuable discussions, and all other participants of Columbia mathematical
physics seminar. This work was supported in part by RFBR grants 12-01-
33071 mol-a-ved, 12-02-00594 and 12-01-00482.
2 Hilbert Schemes
2.1 Equivariant cohomology of Hilbert Schemes
The Hilbert scheme Hilbn of n points in the plane C
2 is the configuration
space of n-tuples of points on C2. It can be described as the space of poly-
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nomial ideals J ⊂ C[x, y] of complex codimension n:
dimC C[x, y]/J = n
The Hilbert scheme Hilbn has rich, well understood geometry [3, 6]. It is a
nonsingular, irreducible, quasiprojective algebraic variety of dimension 2n.
The symmetries of C2 lift to the Hilbert scheme. In particular, the scaling
of coordinates in C2:
(z1, z2) · (x, y) = (z1x, z2y)
induces the action of algebraic torus B = (C∗)2 on Hilbn. The B-equivariant
cohomology of the Hilbert scheme can be described in the framework of the
boson Fock space formalism. Let h be the Heisenberg algebra generated by
bosons αn satisfying the following commutation relations:
[αn, αm] = nδm+n
The Fock space F is an infinite dimensional irreducible representation of the
Heisenberg algebra in the space of symmetric polynomials on infinite number
of variables:
F = C[p1, p2, p3, ...]
with the following action of the bosons:
α−n = pn, αn = n
∂
∂pn
, for n > 0 (24)
The element vac ∈ F corresponding to 1 ∈ C[p1, p2, p3, ...] is called vacuum
vector. The operators α−n for n > 0 are called creation operators, as they
create the state α−nvac = pn from the vacuum. The operators αn are called
the annihilation operators. They kill the vacuum vector αnvac = 0.
The Fock space has a natural basis indexed by the partitions λ:
|λ〉 =
1
d(λ)
l(λ)∏
i=1
α−λi φ =
1
d(λ)
l(λ)∏
i=1
pλi (25)
where l(λ) is the length of the partition, and
d(λ) = |Aut(λ)|
l(λ)∏
i
λi
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is the standard combinatorial factor.
The action of B on the Hilbert scheme is hamiltonian and thus the equiv-
ariant cohomology is a tensor product [48]:
H = H•B
( ∞∐
n=0
Hilbn
)
=
∞⊕
n=0
H•B(Hilbn) = F ⊗C C[t1, t2] (26)
where t1 and t2 are the equivariant parameters corresponding to the weights
of B. The whole space (26) is a free module over the equivariant cohomology
of a point
C[t1, t2] = H
•
B(pt)
The usual cohomology ring is a quotient [48]:
H•
( ∞∐
n=0
Hilbn
)
= H•B
( ∞∐
n=0
Hilbn
)
/(t1, t2) ≃ F (27)
Thus, all formulas for the ordinary cohomology can be obtained from the
equivariant theory in the limit t1 = t2 = 0.
The vacuum vector vac corresponds to the unit in H•(Hilb0) ≃ C. The
subspace in F corresponding to H•(Hilbn) is spanned by the vectors (25)
with |λ| = n. For example, we have:
H•(Hilb4) = Span
(
p41, p2p
2
1, p3p1, p
2
2, p4
)
The cohomological degree of the monomial is deg(pn) = 2(n− 1). For exam-
ple, for Hilb4 we obtain:
H0(Hilb4) = Span(p
4
1), H
2(Hilb4) = Span(p2p
2
1),
H4(Hilb4) = Span(p3p1, p
2
2), H
6(Hilb4) = Span(p4)
Geometrically, the vector |λ〉 in (25) corresponds to the class of the subvariety
of Hilb|λ| given by the union of schemes of length λ1, λ2, ..., λl(λ) supported
at l(λ) distinct points in the plane C2.
The ring structure of H is more complicated. Of course, by obvious di-
mensional reasons it does not coincide with the ring structure in C[p1, p2, p3, ...].
For every element γ ∈ H one can define the operator of the cup product:
m(γ) ∈ End (H), m(γ) · β 7→ γ ∪ β
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For example, the vector |1n〉 = |1, 1, ..., 1〉 = pn1 , having degree zero, corre-
sponds to the identity operator in H :
m
(
|1n〉
)∣∣∣
H•
B
(Hilbn)
= Id (28)
The action of the operators m(γ) on H can be described by certain infinite
sums of bosons αn known as generalized cut-and join-operators. The algebra
of these operators and the correspondence γ → m(γ) is well studied for
example in [22, 23].
As a ring H is generated by the equivariant Chern classes of the tauto-
logical bundle:
V = O/J→
∞∐
n=0
Hilbn (29)
with the fiber C[x, y]/J over the point [J], such that V|Hilbn is the rank n
bundle over Hilbn. The first Chern class of this bundle is represented by the
unique element of degree 2 in H2(Hilbn):
c1(V) = |2, 1
n−2〉 = p2p
n−1
1 ∈ H
2
B(Hilbn) (30)
The cup product with this class is described by the following cut-and-join
operator:
c1(V) =
1
2
∞∑
m,n=1
(
t1t2α−mα−nαn+m − α−m−nαnαm
)
+
~
2
∞∑
n=1
(n− 1)α−nαn
This operator coincides with the well known Hamiltonian of the trigonometric
Calogero-Moser-Sutherland system [2].
2.2 Embedding to the instanton moduli space
Let M(n, r) be the moduli space of framed, torsion free sheaves S on P2 with
rank r and c2(S) = n. By a framing of a sheaf S we mean the choice of an
isomorphism:
S|
P
→ O⊕rL∞
where L∞ ⊂ P
2 is a fixed line, usually considered as the infinity line of
C2 ⊂ P2. The moduli space M(n, r) comes with the natural action of a
group:
G = GL(r)×GL(2) (31)
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The first factor acts by changing the framing and the second one comes from
the action on C2.
The space M(n, r) can be described as a Nakajima variety corresponding
to a quiver with one vertex and one loop [6]. This description is, of course,
the well known ADHM construction of instantons [15]. Let V = Cn and
W = Cr be spaces with fixed dimensions corresponding to the vertices of the
quiver, then
M(n, r) =

(B1, B2, i, j)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[B1, B2] + ij = 0
there is no subspace S ⊂ V, such that
Bα(S) ⊂ S, α = 1, 2 and Im(i) ⊂ S


/
GL(V )(32)
where B1, B2 ∈ End(V ), i ∈ Hom(W,V ), j ∈ Hom(V,W ), with the action
of g ∈ GL(V ) given by:
g · (B1, B2, i, j) = (gB1g
−1, gB2g
−1, gi, jg−1)
For r = 1 the stability condition gives j = 0, and we arrive to the standard
ADHM description of the Hilbert schemes of points on a plane [6]:
M(n, 1) = Hilbn (33)
The moduli space is symplectic. The symplectic form induced by the
skew-symmetric form on the representation space of the quiver:
ω
(
(B1, B2, i, j), (B
′
1, B
′
2, i
′, j′)
)
= tr
(
B1B
′
2 − B2B
′
1 + ij
′ − i′j
)
(34)
The action of the first factor of (31) on the moduli space is given by
gw · (B1, B2, i, j) = (B1, B2, ig
−1
w , gwj), (35)
with gw ∈ GL(r). The second factor GL(2) acts by
gl · (B1, B2) = (aB1 + bB2, cB1 + dB2), (36)
with
gl =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL(2)
The action of the second factor GL(r), obviously, preserves the symplectic
form (34). The first factor GL(2) scales it i.e. the subgroup SL(2) ⊂ GL(2)
is the stabilizer of ω.
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Let A and B are the maximal tori of the first and the second factor of
(31) respectively, such that the full torus acting on the moduli space is:
T = A× B (37)
The torus B ≃ C∗2 and we denote by t1, t2 the generators of the character
group c(B) ≃ Z2. As we mentioned above, the action of B scales the sym-
plectic form, thus Cω is a one dimensional representation of B with character
~ = t1 + t2.
The general fact about the quiver varieties is that, the fixed points set of
torus actions preserving the symplectic form are also quiver varieties. The
situation is different, however, for the vertex part A and the loop part B of
the torus (37). The fixed points of the A-action on is the union of smaller
quiver varieties of the same type:
MA(n, r) =
∐
n1+...+nr=n
M(n1, 1)× ...×M(nr, 1)
Thus, as was noted above:
MA(n, r) =
∐
n1+...+nr=n
Hilbn1 × ...× Hilbnr (38)
The sheaf S ∈MA(n, r) corresponds to the sum of the ideal sheaves:
S = I1 ⊕ ...⊕ Ir
In particular, we have:
H•T
( ∞∐
n=0
MA(n, r)
)
≃ F⊗r ⊗ C[t1, t2, u1, ..., ur] (39)
where ui are the characters of A and C[t1, t2, u1, ..., ur] = H
•
T (pt). The decom-
position (38) gives an embedding of Hilbn to the moduli space as a component
of the fixed set:
Hilbn = Hilb0 × Hilb0 × ...×Hilbn ⊂M
A(n, r) (40)
This allows one to describe the topology of Hilbn in terms of this embedding.
For example, in the next section we identify the tautological bundle on Hilbn
with certain component of the normal bundle to Hilbn in M(n, r).
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Let us consider a general subtorus corresponding of the loop part C∗ ⊂ B
defined as the elements (2.2) of the form:
gl =
(
z 0
0 z−1
)
The action of this subgroup gives the decomposition of V and W to weight
spaces:
V =
⊕
k∈Z
V (k), W =
⊕
k∈Z
W (k) (41)
If (B1, B2, i, j) represents a class of the fixed point for this torus, then all
elements must have the following block form:
Bi =
⊕
k∈Z
B
(k)
i , i =
⊕
k∈Z
i(k), j =
⊕
k∈Z
j(k)
with:
B
(k)
1 ∈ Hom(V
(k), V (k+1)), B
(k)
2 ∈ Hom(V
(k+1), V (k)),
i(k) ∈ Hom(W (k), V (k)), j(k) ∈ Hom(V (k),W (k))
Note that these data defines the representation ofA∞ quiver, and the stability
condition in (32) translates to the stability condition for A∞ quiver variety.
Thus, for a set of fixed points we obtain:
MB(n, r) =
∐
|v|=n,|w|=r
A∞(v, w) (42)
whereA∞(v, w) isA∞-quiver variety with dimensions dimV
(k) = vk, dimW
(k) =
wk satisfying |v| =
∑
vk = n, and |w| =
∑
wk = r.
3 Stable envelope
In this section, following [1], we recall the definition of the stable map play-
ing important role in the description of R-matrix. Here we consider this
construction in general. Concrete examples for the flag manifolds and the
instanton moduli spaces will be considered in the next section.
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Assume that a pair of algebraic tori A ⊂ T acts on the symplectic,
quasiprojective algebraic varietyX . This action induces the action onH0(Ω2X).
Assume that the induced action of T on H2(X) scales the symplectic form
ω. It implies that the one-dimensional subspace Cω ⊂ H2(X) is a subrep-
resentation of T . We denote by ~ its character. Assume, that the action of
the smaller torus A preserves ω.
Our goal in this section is to describe the natural map defined in [1]:
StabC : H
•
T (X
A)→ H•T (X)
depending on chamber C in the Lie algebra aR. For a fixed cycle γ ∈ H
•
T (X
A)
the element StabC(γ) ∈ H
•
T (X) is called stable envelope of γ.
3.1 Chamber decomposition
Let A ≃ (C∗)r be an algebraic torus of rank r. Let
c(A) = {A→ C∗ } ≃ Zr, t(A) = {C∗ → A } ≃ Zr (43)
be the group of characters and cocharacters respectively. We define the real
part of the Lie algebra and its dual as:
aR = t(A)⊗Z R ≃ R
r ⊂ Lie(A), a∗
R
= c(A)⊗Z R ≃ R
r (44)
The natural pairing t(A)× c(A)→ Z linearly extends to the pairing for the
real Lie algebra:
〈 , 〉 : aR × a
∗
R
→ R
Definition: Let XA be the fixed set of A. The normal bundle N to XA
in X has a natural structure of an A-module and splits to the direct sum
of complex, one-dimensional, irreducible components. The subset ∆ ⊂ a∗
R
consisting of the characters appearing in N is called root system of A.
A weight α ∈ a∗
R
defines a hyperplane in aR:
kerα = {v ∈ aR : 〈α, v〉 = 0} (45)
The hyperplanes corresponding to the roots partition aR into the set of open
chambers:
aR \
⋃
α∈∆
kerα =
∐
i
Ci (46)
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The hyperplanes kerα, clearly, are walls of the chambers. In general, the
walls kerα define a stratification of the space aR by the chain of sets: the set
of points that do not lie on any wall (these are chambers), the set of points
lying on exactly one wall, the set of points lying on the intersection of two
walls and so on.
The stratification of aR encodes the information about the A-action on
X . Indeed, consider a cocharacter σ : C∗ → A. It defines certain C∗-action
on X . If σ does not belong to some wall i.e. is inside one of the chambers
then, C∗ - action has the same set of the fixed points XC
∗
= XA. Assume
now, that σ lies on exactly one wall kerα. Then torus C
∗ acts trivially
on the component of the normal bundle corresponding to the character α.
Therefore, C∗ preserves the corresponding direction in X and the fixed set
XC
∗
gets larger then XA. Thus, the stratification of aR by the walls kerα
corresponds to the types of the fixed sets XC
∗
arising from different choice
of the cocharacters σ : C∗ → A. In the extreme case σ = 0, corresponding
to the intersection of all walls, we have XC
∗
= X .
3.2 Stable leaves and slopes
Definition: Let us fix some chamber C ⊂ aR and let σ ∈ C be a cocharacter.
We say that the point x ∈ X is C-stable if the following limit exists:
lim
C
x
def
= lim
z→0
σ(z) · x ∈ XA (47)
This definition does not depend on the choice of σ in the chamber C, which
explains the notation lim
C
. For a component Z of the fixed set XA we define
its stable leaf as the set of stable points ”attracting” to Z:
Definition:
LeafC(Z) = {x| lim
C
x ∈ Z} (48)
The choice of a chamber C defines a partial order on the components Z ⊂ XA.
We say that:
Z1  Z2 ⇔ LeafC(Z1) ∩ Z2 6= ∅.
Using this ordering we define the stable slope of a component Z ⊂ XA as
follows:
Definition:
SlopeC(Z) =
∐
Z′Z
LeafC(Z
′). (49)
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3.3 Polarization
Let Z ⊂ XA be a component of the fixed set. The choice of a chamber C
gives a decomposition of the normal bundle to Z in X into the weight spaces
that are positive or negative on the chamber C:
NZ = N+ ⊕N−
Remind, that by our assumption the action of A preserves the symplectic
form ω and T scales it with character ~. Thus, we have:
(N+)
∨ = N− ⊗ ~ (50)
where for convenience we denoted by the same symbol ~ the trivial T -
equivariant line bundle over Z with the action of T on its fiber corresponding
to the character ~.
Assume that αi, i = 1...codim(Z)/2 are the weights of N+ then, the A-
weights of N− are given by (−αi). Therefore, the A-equivariant Euler class
of NZ (with a sign) is a perfect square:
ε2 = (−1)codim(Z)/2e(NZ) =
codim(Z)/2∏
i=1
α2i (51)
Definition: The polarization of Z is a formal choice of a sign in the square
root of (51):
ε|H•
A
(pt) = ±
codim(Z)/2∏
i=1
αi (52)
We say that the sign ±e(N−) ∈ H
•
T (Z) is chosen according to the polarization
if it restricts to ε in H•A(Z).
3.4 Tautological bundle
Let Z = Hilbn1×Hilbn2, n1+n2 = n be a component of the fixed setM
A(n, r)
for r = 2. Assume that some chamber C in the Lie algebra of A is fixed, then
it defines a decomposition:
NZ = N− ⊕N+
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To describe these components explicitly, let us fix a cocharacter of A such
that C∗ acts on M(n, r) by (35) with a matrix:
gw =
(
zu1 0
0 zu2
)
Consider a point S = I ⊕ J ∈ Z. The tangent space to the moduli space at
this point is:
TSM(n, 2) = Ext
1(S, S)
such that it is a sum of four terms:
TS M(n, 2) = Ext
1(I, I)⊕ Ext1(I, J)⊕ Ext1(J, I)⊕ Ext1(J, J) (53)
The torus A acts naturally on this spaces with characters 0, u1− u2, u2− u1
and 0 respectively. Fixing a chamber of the cocharacters taking negative
values on u = u1 − u2 we obtain the identification:
N− = Ext
1(I, J) (54)
Clearly, the spaces Ext1(I, I), Ext1(J, J) are the tangent spaces to the compo-
nents of Hilbn1×Hilbn2 . The remaining terms in (53) give the decomposition
of the normal bundle to the fixed set into the positive and negative part:
NZ = N− ⊕N+ = Ext
1(I, J)⊕ Ext1(J, I)
The following theorem describes the tautological bundle V in terms of the
embedding Hilbn ⊂M(n, 2).
Theorem Let Z = Hilbn = Hilb0 × Hilbn ⊂M(n, 2) be a component of the
fixed set and N− be the corresponding component of the normal bundle. We
have the identification:
N− = V⊗ u (55)
where the character u denotes the trivial line bundle over Hilbn with the
action of A on its fiber given by u.
Proof. In this case I⊗ J ∈ Hilb0 ⊗ Hilbn, therefore I = O. We have
N− = Ext
1(O, J) = H1(J)
Now, from the long exact sequence associated with the short one:
0→ J→ O→ O/J→ 0 (56)
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we obtain H1(J) = H0(O/J) = V as the cohomology of the structure sheaf O
vanish. As we discuss above, A acts on N− with the character u which gives
the result of the theorem.
We will also need the explicit formula for the equivariant Euler class of
N− given by the following fact:
Theorem Let S = Iλ⊕ Iµ ∈M
A(n, 2) be a fixed point of T -action and λ,
µ be the partitions labeling the fixed points one the Hilbert schemes. Then
we have the following explicit formula for the equivariant Euler class:
e(N−)|S =
∏
∈λ
(
u+t1 lµ()−t2(aλ()+1)
) ∏
∈µ
(
u−t1 (lλ()+1)+t2 aµ()
)
where aλ() and lλ() are the arm and leg lengths of the box  in the
partition λ. If the box  has the coordinates i, j then they are defined as:
aλ() = λi − j, lλ() = λ
′
j − i
The proof of this theorem is given, for example, in [16].
Note, that in the case Z = Hilbn, corresponding to λ = ∅, the above
formula specializes to the Euler class of the tautological bundle over Hilbn:
e(N−) = e(V⊗ u) =
∏
(i,j)∈µ
(
u+ t1(j − 1) + t2(i− 1)
)
(57)
3.5 Stable envelope
The stable envelope is defined by the following theorem.
Theorem Under assumption above, there exists a unique map of H•T (pt)
modules:
StabC,ε : H
•
T (X
A)→ H•T (X)
depending on the choice of chamber C and polarization ε. For a component
Z ⊂ XA and any γ ∈ H•T (Z) the stable envelope Γ = StabC,ε(γ) is defined
uniquely by the following properties:
• supp(Γ) ⊂ SlopeC(Z)
• Γ|Z = ±e(N−)∪γ with the sign chosen according to the polarization ε.
• degA Γ|Z′ < codim(Z
′)/2, for any Z ′ > Z
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The proof of this theorem can be found in [1]. In addition, the description
of StabC,ε as the Lagrangian correspondence can be found there.
As we mentioned above, the choice of polarization is a formality corre-
sponding to choice of signs. We will use symbol StabC for the stable map
meaning that some polarization ε is chosen.
As an example consider the case X = T ∗Pn, with A = (C∗)n+1. The
action of A on X is induced from canonical action on Cn+1. Let T = A×C∗
where the additional factor C∗ acts on the fibers of T ∗Pn with a character ~.
The fixed set XA = {p0, ..., pn}, where pi are the points on P
n correspond-
ing to the coordinate lines in Cn+1. The chambers in aR are the standard
chambers of gl(n + 1). To describe the stable envelopes of the fixed points
pi ∈ X
A, we choose C to be the fundamental chamber of gl(n+1), such that
is induces the natural ordering pn  ...  p0.
Next, note that the space T ∗Pn equivariantly retracts to Pn, and thus we
have (for example see chapter 27.1 in [14]):
H•T (T
∗
P
n) = C[c, u0, ..., un, ~]/(c− u0)(c− u1)...(c− un) (58)
where c is the first Chern class of the tautological bundle O(−1) on Pn and ui
are the equivariant parameters corresponding to the characters of A. There-
fore, StabC(pi) is a polynomial from (58) satisfying the conditions of the
theorem above. We claim that:
StabC(pk) =
∏
i<k
(ui − c− ~)
∏
i>k
(ui − c) (59)
One can check that this formula indeed enjoys all the necessary properties.
The first condition supp(Γ) ⊂ SlopeC(Z) means that
StabC(pk)|pi := StabC(pk)|c=ui = 0, for k < i
what is obviously the case. The third condition imply that:
degu1,...,un StabC(pk)|c=um < n, for k > i
what is also the case. Finally, the second condition means that the equivari-
ant Euler class of N−-component of the normal bundle to the point has the
form:
e(N−)|pk = StabC(pk)|c=uk =
∏
i<k
(ui − uk − ~)
∏
i>k
(ui − uk)
what is also true up to a sign which is just a choice of the polarization. Thus,
by uniqueness of the stable envelope it proves (59).
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4 R-matrix
Assume that X is as above, and the chamber C together with polarization ε
are chosen. Then we have defined maps:
StabC,ε : H
•
T (X
A)→ H•T (X) (60)
For a pair of two chambers, we can define the R-matrix as the following
operator:
RC′,C = Stab
−1
C′,ε ◦ StabC,ε ∈ End(H
•
T (X
A))⊗ C(t) (61)
where C(t) denotes rational functions on the Lie algebra t of T .
4.1 R-matrices for the flag varieties
An important case of the varieties satisfying conditions above are the Naka-
jima quiver varieties [8], in particular the quiver varieties of An type:
An(w) =
∐
v
An(v, w)
Here An(v, w) is the An quiver varieties defined by the vectors of dimensions
v and w. We adopt the notations:
w =
n∑
k=1
wkδk, w =
n∑
k=1
vkδk (62)
for the dimension vectors with dimWi = wi, dimVi = vi. Note that fixing
the dimensions w impose certain condition for v. For example, as discussed
in [7],[8], if w = mδ1, then we have the following condition:
w1 = m ≥ v1 ≥ v2 ≥ ... ≥ vn (63)
and for the corresponding Nakajima variety we have:
An(w) =
∐
m≥v1≥...≥vn
T ∗F (v1, v2, ...vn) (64)
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where T ∗F (v1, v2, ...vn) is the cotangent bundle of the flag variety:
F (v1, v2, ...vn) = {C
m ⊃ V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ ... ⊃ Vn : dimVk = vk} (65)
Let us consider the action of the group
Gw = GL(w1)× ...×GL(wn)
on the representation of the quiver W1⊕ ...⊕Wn. Let A be a maximal torus
of Gw. Let us consider the induced action of A on An(w). This action clearly
preserves the symplectic form.
We define T = A× C∗. The additional, one-dimension factor C∗ acts on
An(w) as follows. For An-quiver An(v, w) consider the maps:
Xk ∈ Hom(Vk, Vk+1), Yk ∈ Hom(Vk+1, Vk), ik ∈ Hom(Wk, Vk), jk ∈ Hom(Vk,Wk)
Then the elements z ∈ T/A ≃ C∗ act on the representation of the quiver as:
z(Xk) = zXk, z(Yk) = Yk, z(ik) = zik, z(jk) = jk
This induces an action of C∗ that scales the symplectic form on An(w).
Let us consider the simplest Nakajima variety associated with the A1-
quiver for w = 2δ1:
A1(2δ1) =
∐
v≤2
T ∗F (v) (66)
in this case F (v) is the space of v-dimensional subspaces in C2. Thus, we
have:
A1(2δ1) = pt
∐
T ∗P
∐
pt (67)
We first consider the stable map in cohomologies of T ∗P. As in section 3.5
the stable map has the form:
StabC1(p1) = (u2 − c), StabC1(p2) = (u1 − c− ~)
analogously for the opposite chamber we obtain:
StabC2(p1) = (u2 − c− ~) StabC2(p2) = (u1 − c)
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Assume i∗ is the pullback on the cohomology induced by the inclusion of fixed
points to T ∗P. In the equivariant situation the map i∗ is an isomorphism, so
we can write:
RC′,C = Stab
−1
C2
StabC1 =
(
i∗ ◦ StabC2
)−1(
i∗ ◦ StabC1
)
The restriction of the class to a point pi amounts in the substitution c = ui,
such that in the ordered basis p1  p2, the matrices of these operators take
the form:
i∗ ◦ StabC1 =
(
−u −~
0 u− ~
)
, i∗ ◦ StabC2 =
(
−u− ~ 0
−~ u
)
where u = u1 − u2. Therefore, T
∗P -part of R-matrix takes the form:
RC2,C1 =
(
u
u+~
~
u+~
~
u+~
u
u+~
)
(68)
The whole R-matrix for (66):
R =


1 0 0 0
0 u
u+~
h
u+~
0
0 h
u+~
u
u+~
0
0 0 0 1

 =
u
u+ ~
Id +
~
u+ ~
P (69)
where Id and P are the identity and permutation operators in C2⊗C2. Note
that this is the well known standard, rational gl(2) R-matrix [41],[44].
It is instructive to consider the same procedure for AN−1-quiver with
w = 2δ1. In this case the variety has the form:
AN−1(w) =
∐
2≥v1≥...≥vN−1
T ∗F (v1, v2, ...vN−1) (70)
with the following dimension of the cohomology ring:
dimH•
( ∐
2≥v1≥...≥vN−1
T ∗F (v1, v2, ...vN−1)
)
= N2 (71)
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Calculation similar to one considered above leads to R-matrix of exactly the
same form (69):
R =
u
u+ ~
Id +
~
u+ ~
P (72)
where Id and P are the identity and permutation operators acting in CN⊗CN .
Note, that this R-matrix is the standard rational gl(N) R-matrix acting in
the tensor square of the fundamental representation V = CN . We see, that
the cohomology of (70) are identified with V ⊗2. Analogously, the cohomology
of AN−1 quiver variety with w = mδ1 can be identified with V
⊗m. As we
discuss in the next section, the R-matrix for this case factorizes to certain
products of the fundamental R-matrices (72).
In the general case of AN−1 with w =
∑
miδi we have the identification:
H•
(
AN−1(w)
)
=
N−1⊗
k=1
(∧k
V
)⊗mk
(73)
and the resulting R-matrix factorizes to a product of R-matrices for the other
fundamental representations
∧mi V ⊗∧mj V . The last ones, can be computed
from (72) by means of the fusion procedure described in section 5.2. For a
general quivers associated to each Dynkin diagram the resulting R-matrices
are the rational R-matrices for corresponding Lie algebras. The formal proof
of this fact was given in [13] and is based on the results of [11] and [12].
4.2 Factorization of R-matrices
Let us consider the case A = C∗, then its real Lie algebra defined by (44) is
one-dimensional aR ≃ R. Thus, 0 ∈ aR is the only codimension one subspace
in it, and the chamber decomposition of aR in any case is of the form:
aR \ {0} = {u > 0} ∪ {u < 0}
As we have only two chambers C = {u > 0}, C ′ = {u < 0} there is only one
nontrivial R-matrix we can construct:
R(u) = Stab−1C ′ ◦ StabC
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Figure 1: The chamber decomposition for T ∗P2
Let us consider what can happen when the torus A gets larger, i.e. we have
an inclusion A →֒ Aˆ to a bigger torus Aˆ acting on X . If dim Aˆ ≥ 2, we
can have many, and possibly even infinite number of chambers C i in the
corresponding Lie algebra aˆR. The initial Lie algebra aR ≃ R is some line in
aˆR. We can assume that a
+
R
= {u > 0} is in one of these new chambers C+
and a−
R
is in the opposite one C− = −C+. As in the new Lie algebra there
are many chambers, to pass from the chamber C+ to C− in aˆR we may have
to cross some walls separating chambers C+,C1; C1,C2; ... ;Cm,C−. And
taking into account that the maps StabCi are isomorphisms we can rewrite
the initial R-matrix in the form:
R(u) = Stab−1C+ ◦ StabC− =
=
(
Stab−1C+ ◦ StabC1
)
◦
(
Stab−1C1 ◦ StabC2
)
... ◦
(
Stab−1Cm ◦ StabC−
)
=
= RC+,C1RC1,C2...RCm,C−.
Thus, after enlarging the torus, the R-matrix factorizes to a product R-
matrices corresponding to the new adjacent chambers. As any two adjacent
chambers are separated by a wall corresponding to some root, we call them
root R-matrices.
Let us return to the example considered in the section 4.1. For instance,
consider the action of Aˆ = (C∗)2 on T ∗P2, defined in the homogenous coor-
dinates by:
(z1, z2, z3) · (x : y : z) = (z1x : z2y : z3z), with z1z2z3 = 1 (74)
The real Lie algebra aˆR is divided into six chambers by the walls correspond-
ing to the roots α1 = u1 − u2, α2 = u2 − u3, α3 = u1 − u3, as in fig. 1. We
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choose one-dimensional torus A ⊂ Aˆ, such that its real Lie algebra aR is as
in fig. 1. To pass from a+
R
to a−
R
in A ⊂ Aˆ we have to cross three walls. More-
over, we have two ways to do it. Thus we obtain two different factorizations
of the R-matrix for the torus A:
R12(u12)R13(u13)R23(u23) = R23(u23)R13(u13)R12(u12), uij = ui − uj (75)
Let us consider how each of the root matrices Rij(ui − uj) acts. In this par-
ticular case, the fixed sets of A are three points on the base P2 of the bundle
T ∗P2 corresponding to the coordinate lines. As we discuss in section 3.1,
the walls correspond to the coweights for which the fixed sets get larger.
For example, the wall for α1 = u1 − u2 corresponds to the coweights fixing
the equivariant subspace T ∗P ⊂ T ∗P2 connecting the fixed points p1 and p2.
Now, if we denote by C1 and C2 the chambers separated by the wall u1− u2.
The action of StabC1 and StabC2 in the basis of the fixed points differs only
on the components corresponding to the classes of the fixed points p1 and p2
such that:
R12(u1 − u2) = R(u1 − u2)⊗ 1 (76)
meaning that on the class of the third fixed point the action of this R-matrix
is trivial R12(u1 − u2)p3 = p3.
The R-matrix R(u1 − u2) acts in the basis of classes p1 and p2 as the
R-matrix for T ∗P1, explicitly as given by (68). Similar consideration applies
to the other root matrices. Thus, the above formula (75) is exactly the
Yang-Baxter relation for (68).
In general, the root R-matrices satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation when,
for example, the corresponding roots form the standard root system of gl(N).
In this case the walls are the standard walls separating the Weyl chambers.
The intersection of any two walls is a facet surrounded by six Weyl chambers
in the Lie algebra. To pass from one of them into the opposite we have
to cross three walls in two possible ways, what give us factorization (75).
This is the case for any AN−1 quiver variety, what proves, in particular, the
Yang-Baxter relation for the R-matrix (72) considered above.
We can now continue example of the previous section: AN−1-quiver with w =
mδ1. In this case we have:
AN−1(w) =
∐
m≥v1≥...≥vN−1
T ∗F (v1, v2, ...vN−1) (77)
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The dimension of its cohomology space is:
dimH•T
(
AN−1(mδ1)
)
= Nm
and this space can be identified with the tensor power of fundamental repre-
sentation for gl(N):
H•T
(
AN−1(mδ1)
)
≃ V ⊗m (78)
The roots for AN−1(w) form the standard gl(N) root system. The fixed set
AAN−1(mδ1) is a disjoint union of N
m points (they are the flags formed by
coordinate subspaces ). The walls between the Weyl chambers correspond
to some fixed T ∗P in AN−1(w). Thus, the resulting R-matrix factorizes to a
product of (72). Explicitly, the factorization procedure gives:
R =
n−1∏
i=1
n∏
j=i+1
Rij(ui − uj) (79)
where as usual, Rij(ui − uj) stands for R-matrix (72) acting in i-th and j-
th component of the tensor product (78), and we imply that the product is
ordered from the right to the left such that, for example, for n = 3 we will
have:
R = R23(u2 − u3)R13(u1 − u3)R12(u1 − u2)
In general, the root R-matrix for a root α is the R-matrix correspond-
ing to the subspace fixed by cocharacters on the wall kerα. In some cases
these subspaces have simpler structure, such that the corresponding root R-
matrices are known. In the next section we show that the R-matrix for the
instanton moduli space factorizes to a infinite product of R-matrices of A∞
type, which will be computed explicitly in section 5.
4.3 R-matrix for the instanton moduli space
Now we return to the ADHM description of the instanton moduli space
outlined in section 2.2. As we noted there, the fixed set of torus A has
the form (38). The roots form the standard gl(r) root system. Thus, by
factorization, described in the previous section, for the R-matrix we have:
R =
r−1∏
i=1
r∏
j=i+1
Rij(ui − uj) (80)
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where Rij(ui− uj) is the corresponding R-matrix acting in the i-th and j-th
tensor component of:
H•T
( ∞∐
n=0
MA(n, r)
)
≃ F⊗r ⊗ C[t] (81)
for example, R1,2(u) = R(u)⊗ 1 ⊗ ...⊗ 1. Therefore, as in the case of flags,
the R-matrices for general r can be written as products of R-matrices R(u)
for r = 2. In the following text we focus on the case r = 2.
Let us consider the case r = 2 in details. First, we choose the subgroup
of the torus A explicitly given by elements:
gw =
(
z 0
0 1
)
(82)
The fixed set is of the form:
MA(2) =
∞∐
n=0
MA(n, 2) =
∞∐
n=0
( ∐
n1+n2=n
Hilbn1 ×Hilbn2
)
(83)
The chosen torus is one-dimensional and have two chambers u ≶ 0. The
corresponding R-matrix acts in:
H•T
(
MA(2)
)
⊗ C[t] = F ⊗ F ⊗ C[t] (84)
The main idea of computing this R-matrix is to consider the inclusion of this
torus to a bigger two-dimensional one. Then, to pass from u > 0 to u < 0 in
the new Lie algebra we will have to cross infinitely many walls. This gives the
factorization of the R-matrix into the infinite product of certain operators
which will be simple to compute explicitly. The additional dimension comes
from the subtorus of GL(2) in (31) given by elements of the form:(
w 0
0 w−1
)
∈ GL(2)
The enlargement Aˆ of the torus of A is given explicitly by the elements of
the form:
Aˆ =
{(
z 0
0 1
)
×
(
w 0
0 w−1
)}
⊂ T (85)
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The torus Aˆ fixes the symplectic form on M(n, 2) and thus satisfies all nec-
essary conditions. Let us consider the fixed set MAˆ(n, 2). Under the action
of Aˆ the representation of the quiver (32) splits to the irreducible ones:
V =
⊕
k,m
V (k,m), W =
⊕
k,m
W (k,m), g|V (k,m) = g|W (k,m) = z
kwm
If (B1, B2, i, j) represents a fixed point on (32), then we have:
j = gwjg
−1
v , i = gvig
−1
w , gvB1g
−1
v = wB1, gvB2g
−1
v = w
−1B2 (86)
The first two equations mean that the corresponding operators split, such
that the only nontrivial components of i and j are:
i = i0 ⊕ i1, j = j0 ⊕ j1, ik ∈ Hom(W
(k,0), V (k,0)), jk ∈ Hom(V
(k,0),W (k,0))
where k = 0, 1, such thatW =W (0,0)⊕W (1,0) with dimW (0,0) = dimW (1,0) =
1. The second pair of equations in (86) means that the matrices Bi have the
following block form:
Bi =
⊕
m∈Z, k=0,1
B
(k,m)
i , B
(k,m)
1 ∈ Hom(V
(k,m), V (k,m+1)), B
(k,m)
2 ∈ Hom(V
k,m−1, V k,m)
The data (V (k,m),W (k,m), ik, jk) for each value k = 0, 1 defines a represen-
tation of A∞ quiver with dimWm = δm,0. Therefore, the fixed set is of the
form:
MAˆ(n, 2) =
∐
∑
i pi+
∑
i qi=n
A∞(pi, δ0)×A∞(qi, δ0) (87)
where A∞(pi, δ0) is the A∞ quiver variety corresponding to the vectors of
dimensions dim Vi = pi, dimWi = δi,0. We also note here that the set∐
∑
i pi=m
A∞(pi, δ0) is the disjoint union of points pλ labeled by the partitions
with |λ| = m. Thus, for the fixed set (87) we have:
M
Aˆ(n, 2) =
∐
|λ|+|µ|=n
pλ × pµ
Next, we need to identify the chambers in the Lie algebra of Aˆ. Let us fix
a cocharacter, defining some one-dimensional subtorus Q ∈ Aˆ consisting of
the elements:
Q =
{(
zu 0
0 1
)
×
(
zt1 0
0 z−t1
)}
(88)
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We need to understand for which values of u and t1 the fixed set M
Q(n, 2)
gets larger than MAˆ(n, 2). These values correspond to the cocharacters lying
on the walls.
The action of this torus on n × n matrices Bi is of the form: B1 →
zt1B1, B2 → z
−t1B2 . This point is fixed, in the quotient (32) if there exists
gv ∈ GL(n) such that:
zt1B1 = gvB1g
−1
v , z
−t1B2 = gvB2g
−1
v (89)
If V =
⊕
k∈Z
V (k) is the weight decomposition of V under the action of Q,
such that gv on each component V
(k) acts diagonally with weights k, i.e. by
multiplication on zk t1 then the last equations imply that the matrices Bi
have a block form:
Bi =
⊕
k∈Z
B
(k)
i , B
(k)
1 ∈ Hom(V
(k), V (k+1)), B
(k)
2 ∈ Hom(V
(k−1), V (k)) (90)
and all other components of Bi vanish. Similarly j is n × 2 matrix which
represents the fixed point if the following condition holds:
gwjg
−1
v = j (91)
it is possible only if j splits:
j = j0 ⊕ jm, j0 ∈ Hom(V
(0),W (0)), jm ∈ Hom(V
(m),W (u)) (92)
and u = −mt1 for some m ∈ Z. The same is true for i:
i = i0 ⊕ im, i0 ∈ Hom(W
(0), V (0)), im ∈ Hom(W
(u), V (m)) (93)
where W = W 0 ⊕W u, such that gw|W 0 = 1 ,gw|Wu = z
u, and dimW 0 =
dimW u = 1. Now, note that (90), (92) and (93) is nothing but data defining
A∞ quiver, with representations V
(k) and W (k). The auxiliary spaces W (k)
have dimensions W (k) = 1 for k = 0 and k = m and 0 otherwise. Thus, we
obtain:
M
Q(n, 2) =
∐
∑
ni=n
A∞(ni, δ0 + δm) (94)
Now, we can use the factorization procedure, to describe the instanton R-
matrix. In the two-dimensional torus Aˆ with characters u, t1, to pass from
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the original chamber u > 0 to u < 0 in A we need to cross infinitely many
walls defined by the lines u+mt1 = 0 form ∈ Z. The factorization procedure,
in this case gives:
R(u) =
→∏
m∈Z
Rm(u+mt1) (95)
where the root R-matrices Rm(u) are the R-matrices for the fixed sets (94):
Rm(u) ∈ End

H•T( ∞∐
n=0
∐
∑
ni=n
A∞(ni, δ0 + δm)
)
This R-matrices can be identified with the so called universal R-matrices
for the half-infinite wedge product of the fundamental representation of gl∞.
They can be computed explicitly. In fact, it is the generalization of R-matrix
(72) that we have already computed for flag manifolds. We describe these
calculations in the next section.
5 Computation of R-matrices
The main result of the previous section is the product formula for instanton
R-matrix (95). In this section we derive explicit formula for its factors Rm(u)
which are the R-matrices associated with A∞ quiver variety (94).
5.1 An R-matrices
We start by a short outline of the fundamental representations of gl(N).
Let ωi, i = 1...N − 1 be the set of fundamental weights of gl(N). Denote
by L(ωi) the i-th fundamental representation of gl(N). By Weyl dimension
formula we obtain:
dimL(ωi) =
N !
i!(N − i)!
The firstN -dimensional module L(ω1) is the standard representation of gl(N)
in V = CN . If ei, i = 1...N is the basis in V and Eij are the standard gl(N)
basis then this representation is given explicitly by:
Eijek = δjkei
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Formally, this action is given by the following differential operators:
Eij = ei
∂
∂ej
(96)
The other fundamental representations L(ωk) are identified with the wedge
powers of the first one:
L(ωk) =
k∧
V, basisL(ωk) = { ei1 ∧ ei2 ∧ ... ∧ eik , 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < .. < ik ≤ N }
The action of the generators Eij on the basis elements of L(ωk) is given by the
same differential operators (96), where by multiplication on ei we understand
the wedge product ei ∧ and by derivative the corresponding adjoint operator.
Note, that these operators ei and
∂
∂ei
are anticommuting. It motivates to
introduce the following fermions :
ψk = ek∧, ψ
∗
k =
∂
∂ei
(97)
which satisfy the standard Clifford algebra relations:
ψiψj + ψjψi = 0, ψ
∗
i ψ
∗
j + ψ
∗
jψ
∗
i = 0, ψ
∗
i ψj + ψjψ
∗
i = δij (98)
In this way, all fundamental representations of gl(N) can be treated at one
go - the sum of them is the standard representation of Clifford algebra (98):
Λ•V =
N⊕
k=0
L(ωk) (99)
(cases k = 0, N correspond to trivial representations) and the action of gl(N)
on each component is given by:
Eij = ψiψ
∗
j (100)
Let
An(w) =
∐
v
An(v, w)
be the An quiver variety defined by the dimension vector w. The cohomology
of this space carries a natural structure of gl(n + 1) modules [7], [8]. In
particular, the fundamental representations L(ωk) correspond to the choice of
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the dimension vector w = δk i.e. all but one dimensions vanish: dimwi = δi,k.
In this case we have
L(ωk) ≃ H
•
(∐
v
An(v, δk)
)
For the general An-quiver variety, with w =
∑
kmkδk, i.e. for dimensions
dimwk = mk we have:
H•
(
An(w)
)
≃ L⊗m1(ω1)⊗ ...⊗ L
⊗mn(ωn) (101)
Let R(k1, k2) be the R-matrix corresponding to the quiver variety with
dimension w = δk1 + δk2 . This R-matrix acts in the tensor product of two
fundamental representations:
H•
(∐
v
An(δk1 + δk2)
)
= L(ωk1)⊗ L(ωk2) =
∧k1
V ⊗
∧k2
V (102)
The R-matrix for the general An quiver variety (101) are always given by
certain products of ”elementary” R-matrices R(k1, k2) as it was shown in
the section 4.2 for the case w = mδ1. Explicitly, this product is of same
form (79):
R =
m1+...+mN−1∏
i=1
m1+...+mN−1∏
j=i+1
Rij(ui − uj)
where Ri,j are the R(k1, k2)-matrices acting in the i-th and j-th tensor com-
ponent of (101). Therefore, to describe all R-matrices for An quivers we
need to know R(k1, k2). This elementary building blocks of the theory can
be computed by the so called fusion procedure.
5.2 Fusion procedure
The fusion procedure allows constructing the R-matrices for general repre-
sentations of gl(N) from the elementary building block - the R-matrix for
the first fundamental representation. The R-matrix for the first fundamental
representation is the element End(CN ⊗ CN) that was computed in (72):
R(u) =
u
u+ ~
Id +
~
u+ ~
P (103)
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where Id is the identity operator and P is the permutation: P(ei⊗ej) = ej⊗ei.
This operator satisfies the quantum Yang-Baxter equation in CN⊗CN⊗CN :
R12(u)R13(u+ v)R23(v) = R23(v)R13(u+ v)R12(u) (104)
where, as usual, Rnm(u) is the operator acting in the n-th and m-th spaces
and is identity in the third one. The fusion procedure allows producing more
complicated R-matrices for a tenor product of two general representations
of gl(N): Rµ,ν(u) ∈ End(V µ ⊗ V ν), satisfying the quantum Yang-Baxter
equation in V λ ⊗ V µ ⊗ V ν :
Rλ,µ12 (u)R
λ,ν
13 (u+ v)R
µ,ν
23 (v) = R
µ,ν
23 (v)R
λ,ν
13 (u+ v)R
λ,µ
12 (u). (105)
We outline this procedure here. Let V λ be a gl(N) representation corre-
sponding to the Young diagram λ = (λ1, λ2, ..., λm) with n =
∑
i λi boxes.
Let Pλ : V
⊗n → V λ be the Young projector from the n-th tensor degree of
the fundamental representation to V λ. To the box with coordinates (i, j) in
the Young diagram we attach the following number:
s(ij) = u+ (i− j)~ (106)
Enumerating all boxes in alphabetical order (i.e. from the left to the right
in the first row, then from the left to the right in the second one, and so on),
one gets the ordered sequence of numbers (s1, s2, ..., sn).
By construction, (see [46] for details) the R-matrix acting in V λ ⊗ V is
given by:
Rλ(u) = (Pλ ⊗ 1)Rn0(sn)⊗ ...⊗R20(s2)⊗R10(s1) (Pλ ⊗ 1) (107)
The R-matrices Rn0(sn) are operators acting in V
⊗(n+1) with one common
”auxiliary” space V0 = C
N . The equation (107) implies that the operator
Aλ = Rn0(sn)⊗...⊗R10(s1) ∈ End(V
⊗(n+1)) preserves the subspace V λ⊗V ∈
V ⊗(n+1), i.e. if v ∈ V λ ⊗ V then Aλ(v) ∈ V
λ ⊗ V and the restriction of the
operator Aλ to the subspace V
λ ⊗ V gives the R-matrix for V λ ⊗ V .
Applying the same procedure for Rλ(u) ∈ End(V λ ⊗ V ) and taking the
first space V λ as ”auxiliary” we can construct the R-matrix Rλ,ν(u) for
V λ ⊗ V ν .
For skewsymmetric representations
∧n V , when the corresponding parti-
tion is given by λ = [1, 1, ..., 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
the fusion procedure gives the following result:
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the R(n1, n2)-matrix for
∧n1 V ⊗∧n2 V is given by the operator:
R(u) =
n1−1∏
m=0
← n2∏
k=1
←
Rn1−m,n1+k
(
u+ (m+ k − 1)~
)
(108)
The arrows mean that the products are ordered from the right to the left
(we omit the projectors from (107) for simplicitly). For example in the case∧2 V ⊗∧3 V , when n1 = 2 and n2 = 3 we have the following product:
R = R15(u+ 3~)R14(u+ 2~)R13(u+ ~)R25(u+ 2~)R24(u+ ~)R23(u) (109)
The operator (108) has invariant subspace
∧n1 V ⊗∧n2 V ⊂ V ⊗n1 ⊗ V ⊗n2 .
The restriction of the operator to this subspace gives the operator we need.
The resulting R-matrix satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation what easily follows
from the fact that each multiple in (108) satisfies YBE.
Now, we describe explicit formula for the action of R(n1, n2)-matrix. Note
that the R-matrix commutes with the action of gl(N) in any representation.
Therefore, it is given by a sum of gl(N) invariants (Casimir operators) with
some coefficients. We found that the following description for the ring of
the invariants is particularly convenient for the fundamental representations:
consider the operators defined by
Ω =
N∑
k=1
ψ∗k ⊗ ψk, Ω
∗ =
N∑
k=1
ψk ⊗ ψ
∗
k (110)
Then the operators defined by:
Ξm = Ω
m Ω∗m (111)
generate the ring of invariants. For example, Ξ0 = 1 and
Ξ1 = ΩΩ
∗ =
∑
i,j
ψ∗i ψj ⊗ ψiψ
∗
j = Id−
∑
i,j
ψjψ
∗
i ⊗ ψiψ
∗
j (112)
and using (100) we conclude that;
Ξ1 = Id− P, P =
N∑
i,j=1
Eji ⊗ Eij (113)
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where Id and P are the identity and permutation operator respectively. The
R-matrix for the first fundamental representation (72) can be expressed
through these invariants as follows:
R(u) = Ξ0 −
~
u+ ~
Ξ1 (114)
Computing explicitly the operator (108) for different choices of n1, n2 and N ,
and expanding the answer in sum of Ξk we found that the gl(N) R-matrix
for
∧n1 V ⊗∧n2 V has the following stable form ( does not depend on n1, n2
and N ):
R(u) =
∞∑
k=0

 (−~)k
k!
k∏
m=1
(u+m~)

 Ξk (115)
Obviously, for m > min(n1, n2) the operators Ξm vanish on
∧n1 V ⊗∧n2 V ,
making the last infinite sum well defined. The stability of this operator allows
extend it to the case of gl∞.
5.3 R-matrix for the fundamental representations of gl∞
In section 4.3 we have shown that the R-matrix for the instanton moduli
space can be constructed as certain infinite product of R-matrices acting in
H•T
(
A∞(δ0 + δm)
)
= H•T
(
A∞(δ0)
)
⊗H•T
(
A∞(δm)
)
(116)
In the finite case of An the space H
•
T
(
An(δk)
)
has a natural structure of
irreducible gln+1 module:
H•T
(
An(δk)
)
=
∧k
V
where V is the first fundamental representation.
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In gl∞-case, however, there exist a well known automorphism acting on
the fundamental weights by γ(δk) = δk+1, such that all fundamental repre-
sentations are equivalent to each other, with isomorphism explicitly given
by:
γEi,jγ
−1 = Ei+1,j+1
Therefore, gl∞-modules H
•
T
(
A∞(δk)
)
are equivalent for all k.
In this section we consider the so called half-infinite wedge product
∧∞
2 V
for the fundamental representation V of gl∞. As gl∞-module
∧∞
2 V splits
into the sum of the irreducible representations Fk called charge k fermion
Fock spaces: ∧∞
2
V =
⊕
k∈Z
Fk (117)
The main reason for considering these modules is the following identification:
H•T
(
A∞(δk)
)
≃ Fk (118)
Here we briefly remind this simple construction and describe isomorphisms
γ : Fk → Fk+1 of gl∞-modules mentioned above. Details can be found in [45].
Let V be a space spanned by ei, i ∈ Z+1/2. Let ψi and ψ
∗
i i ∈ Z+1/2
be the generators of infinite Clifford algebra G defined by relations (98).
Consider the following formal half-infinite wedge product called vacuum:
vac := e1/2 ∧ e3/2 ∧ .... (119)
Note that the half of the generators with action defined by (97) annihilate
the vacuum:
ψ∗−ivac = ψivac = 0, for i > 0
So that the operators ψ∗−i and ψi for i > 0 are called annihilation operators.
The complementary operators ψ∗−i and ψi with i < 0 are referred to as
creation operators. Applied to the vacuum state (119) they ”create” a new
half-infinite wedge product called pure fermion state ψn1 ...ψnrψ
∗
m1
...ψ∗mrvac.
The half-infinite wedge product
∧∞
2 V is defined as the space spanned by the
pure fermion states:∧∞
2
V = Span{ψn1 ...ψnrψ
∗
m1
...ψ∗mrvac : ni, mj ∈ Z+ 1/2} (120)
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such that we can also write ∧∞
2
V = G · vac (121)
The algebra G and its module
∧∞
2 V carry two important gradings called
charge and energy. These gradings are defined for the generators as follows:
charge energy
ψn 1 n
ψ∗n −1 n
(122)
using this, the grading of
∧∞
2 V is defined by the charge and energy of the
pure states:

charge (or energy ) of vac = 0
charge (or energy ) of a · vac = charge (or energy ) of a
(123)
Denote by F
(d)
l the subspace of F spanned by the pure states with charge l
and energy d:
F
(d)
l = Span{ψm1 ...ψmrψ
∗
n1
...ψ∗nsvac : r − s = l,
r∑
i=1
mi +
s∑
j=1
nj = d} (124)
We also denote Fl =
⊕
d F
(d)
l , such that
∧∞
2 V =
⊕
l Fl. The generators of
gl∞ act on this space by normally ordered operators Ei,j = :ψiψ
∗
j :. Obviously,
these generators have charge zero, therefore each subspace Fl is gl∞-invariant.
Moreover, any element of F0 can be obtained from vac by applying elements
from U(gl∞), such that:
F0 = U(gl∞) vac (125)
Thus, F0 is an irreducible highest weight module of gl∞. Consider an operator
γ ∈ End(
∧∞
2 V ) defined by:
γ(ei1 ∧ ei2 ∧ ...) = ei1+1 ∧ ei2+1 ∧ ... (126)
Obviously it gives a chain of isomorphisms γ : Fl → Fl+1 for gl∞-modules.
Such that all Fl are equivalent to F0. We can define a shifted vacuum by:
vack = γ
k
vac ∈ Fk (127)
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such that, analogously to (125) we have:
Fk = U(gl∞) vack (128)
Note, that the shifted vacuum vack has the minimal energy among the pure
states Fk of charge k equal to k
2/2.
5.4 Formula for the instanton R-matrix
Now we are in the position to summarize the results of the whole section
and give the formula for the instanton R-matrix. First of all, we have the
product formula (95). As follows from (116) and identification (118), each
term of this infinite product acts in the tensor product of two Fock spaces
with charges shifted by n: Rn(u) ∈ End(F0 ⊗Fn). The matrix R0(u) can be
identified with the matrix R(u) calculated by fusion procedure (115). Note
that the expression (115) was computed for the finite values of N , but in the
end does not depend on N explicitly and therefore can be extended to the
case N =∞.
Using the automorphism γ : Fl → Fl+1 described in the previous section,
we can easily construct Rn(u) from the zeroth one:
Rn(u) = (1⊗ γ)
nR0(u)(1⊗ γ)
−n
and for the instanton R-matrix we obtain:
R(u) =
←∏
n∈Z
(1⊗ γ)nR(u+ nt1) (1⊗ γ)
−n (129)
where the arrow stands for the product ordered from the right to the left.
Analogously to (110) introduce:
Ωn = (1⊗ γ)
n
( ∑
k∈Z+ 1
2
ψ∗k ⊗ ψk
)
(1⊗ γ)−n =
∑
k∈Z+ 1
2
ψ∗k ⊗ ψk+n,
Ω∗n = (1⊗ γ)
n
( ∑
k∈Z+ 1
2
ψk ⊗ ψ
∗
k
)
(1⊗ γ)−n =
∑
k∈Z+ 1
2
ψk ⊗ ψ
∗
k+n,
such that
Rn(u) = (1⊗ γ)
nR(u) (1⊗ γ)−n =
∞∑
k=0

 (−~)k
k!
k∏
m=1
(u+m~)

 ΩknΩ∗nk
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Substituting this and h = t1 + t2 into (129) we obtain the explicit formula
for the R-matrix:
R(u) =
←∏
n∈Z

 ∞∑
k=0

 (−1)k(t1 + t2)k
k!
k∏
m=1
(u+ (m+ n)t1 +mt2)

 ΩknΩ∗nk

 (130)
6 Expansion of the instanton R-matrix
In this section we study the Taylor expansion of the instanton R-matrix
R(u) and its vacuum matrix element T(u) in the parameter u. We show,
that the coefficients of both series can be expressed through bosons (3) using
the boson-fermion correspondence. Moreover, we prove that the expansion
of T(u) completely defines the expansion of R(u), i.e. the expression in terms
of bosons for the R-matrix R(u) can be reconstructed from T(u), by doubling
the bosons αn → αn ⊗ 1− 1⊗ αn.
6.1 Vacuum matrix element of the instanton R-matrix
Let us briefly summarize the results of the previous sections for R(u). The
instanton R-matrix is defined as:
R(u) = Stab−1−C StabC ∈ End
(
H•T (
∞∐
n=0
MA(n, 2))
)
⊗ C(t)
and the fixed set is a disjoint union of the following components:
MA(n, 2) =
∐
n1+n2=n
Hilbn1 ×Hilbn2
In this case A = C∗ and is acts on M(n, 2) by elements of the form (82), so
there are only two chambers C = {u > 0} and −C. The ordering  defined
on the components of MA(n, 2) by the chamber C is of the form:
Hilbn1 ×Hilbn2  Hilbm1 × Hilbm2 ⇔ n1 ≤ m1
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We denote Zi = Hilbn−i × Hilbi and such that the ordering on the fixed set
is:
Z0  Z1  ...  Zn
Note, that Hilb0 ≃ pt, thus Hilbn × pt ≃ Hilbn and pt × Hilbn ≃ Hilbn are
the minimal and maximal components of the fixed set. Now, let
i : MA(n, 2) →֒M(n, 2)
be the inclusion of the fixed set, then the corresponding map:
i∗ : H•T
(
M(n, 2)
)
⊗ C(t) −→ H•T
(
MA(n, 2)
)
⊗ C(t)
becomes an isomorphism after localization and we can rewrite R-matrix as:
R(u) =
(
i∗ Stab−C
)−1 (
i∗ StabC
)
By the first property of the stable map (section 3.5) we have Supp
(
StabC(Z)
)
⊂
Slope(Z) for any component Z ∈MA(n, 2). It means that
i∗ZjStabC(Zi) = 0 for Zj  Zi
where by i∗Zj we denote the restriction of a cohomology class to the component
Zj. Therefore, we conclude that in the ordered basis Zi, the corresponding
maps are given by some upper and lower block-triangular matrices:
i∗StabC =


S00 S01 S02 ..
0 S11 S12 ..
0 0 S22 ..
.. .. .. ..

 i∗Stab−C =


U00 0 0 ..
U10 U11 0 ..
U20 U21 U22 ..
.. .. .. ..


The block submatrices Sij give maps:
Sij : H
•
T (Zj) −→ H
•
T (Zi)
and similarly for Uij . From the triangular form of the matrices we obtain:
T(u) = R(u)00 = U
−1
00 S00 ∈ End
(
H•T
( ∞∐
n=0
Hilbn
))
⊗ C(t) (131)
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By the second property of the stable map we have:
Sii = e(N [i]−), Uii = e(N [i]+) (132)
where N [i] is the normal bundle to the component Zi in M(n, 2). Therefore,
using (50) we obtain:
S00 = e(N−), U00 = e(N+) = e(N− ⊗ ~)
where N− is the component of the normal bundle to the minimal component
Hilbn in M(n, 2). From section 3.4 we have:
N− = V⊗ u (133)
Therefore the operator T(u) acts in F as the following characteristic class:
T(u) =
e
(
V⊗ u
)
e
(
V⊗ u⊗ ~
) (134)
Remind that the fixed set HilbTn is the disjoint union of points, whose number
is equal to the number of partitions of n. Each point is naturally labeled by
a partition λ with |λ| = n. The classes of the fixed points [λ] ∈ H•T (Hilbn)
correspond to the Jack polynomials in the Fock space jλ ∈ F. From (57),
the restriction of the equivariant Euler class to the point λ has the form:
e(N− ⊗ u)|[λ] =
∏
(i,j)∈λ
(
u+ (i− 1)t1 + (j − 1)t2
)
(135)
Thus, taking into account that ~ = t1 + t2 we obtain that the vacuum ma-
trix element T(u) acts in the basis of Jack polynomials diagonally with the
following eigenvalues:
T(u) jλ =
∏
(i,j)∈λ
(
u+ (i− 1)t1 + (j − 1)t2
)
∏
(i,j)∈λ
(
u+ it1 + jt2
) jλ (136)
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As explained in the introduction, (134) can be considered as the generating
function for multiplication by Chern classes of tautological bundle cn(V):
T(u) = 1−
~ rkV
u
+
~c1(V) + ~
2rkV(rkV+ 1)/2
u2
+O(u−2) (137)
Expanding (136) into the Taylor series in u−k, and matching terms with one
in (137) we obtain:
rk jλ = |λ| jλ, c1(V)jλ =
( ∑
(i,j)∈λ
(i− 1)t1 + (j − 1)t2
)
jλ (138)
The matrix elements T(u), in principle, can be computed explicitly from
(130), what gives explicit expression for the operators cn(V) in terms of
fermions ψn. To pass to the Lehn-like formulae (6) for the Chern classes,
we rewrite the fermions through the bosons αn which is, of course, the well
known boson-fermion correspondence.
6.2 The boson-fermion correspondence
Let us consider the charge zero fermion Fock space F0. As we discuss in
section 5.3 this space is spanned by the pure fermion states of charge zero
and is graded by the energy:
F0 =
∞⊕
d=0
F
(d)
0
Recall, that there is a natural labeling of the pure states by the Maya di-
agrams or, equivalently, by the partitions [45]. Each fermion pure state
vλ ∈ F
(d)
0 corresponds to certain partition λ with |λ| = d.
Let F ≃ C[p1, p2, ...] be the boson Fock space described in the introduc-
tion. If we define deg pn = n, then:
F =
∞⊕
d=0
F
(d)
where F(d) is the space of polynomials of degree d. The dimension of F(d) is
equal to the number of partitions of d. The natural basis of F(d) labeled by
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partitions λ is given by the Schur polynomials, which can be defined explicitly
as:
sλ = det
ij
gλi−i+j
where gk are the coefficients of the expansion:
exp
( ∞∑
n=1
pn
n
zn
)
=
∞∑
k=0
gkz
k
deg sλ = |λ| such that sλ ∈ F
(|λ|).
The boson-fermion correspondence is the isomorphism of the fermion Fock
space F0 and the boson Fock space F induced by the identification of their
basis elements:
vλ → sλ (139)
This identification leads to certain relations between bosons (3) and fermions
(97), such that they can be expressed through each other. The action of the
bosons can be expressed through the fermions as:
αn =
∑
m∈Z+ 1
2
: ψiψ
∗
i+n : (140)
To show this, its enough to check that the operator a−n creates a state pn in
F = C[p1, p2, ...] under the identification (139), and the operator αn kills the
vacuum.
Note that the operators (140) are neutral i.e. they do not change the
charge:
an : Fl → Fl
Thus, each charge subspace of the fermion Fock space is identified with a
copy of the boson space Fl ≃ F. The formulae for the correspondence that
treat all these spaces at one go, using generating functions can be found in
[45]. Using (140), we can rewrite certain neutral infinite fermion sums in
terms of bosons. In particular, we can rewrite the matrix elements of the
instanton R-matrix (130) directly through the bosons.
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6.3 Expansion of the vacuum matrix element T(u)
The instanton R-matrix (130) is neutral, thus defines an operator:
R(u) : F0 ⊗ F0 → F0 ⊗ F0 (141)
The operator T(u) is the matrix element of the R-matrix for the subspace
vac ⊗ F0 ⊂ F0 ⊗ F0. The Taylor expansion of the vacuum element has the
form
T(u) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
u−nHn (142)
From explicit formula for R-matrix (130) and correspondence (140) we obtain
expressions for the first two coefficients:
H1 = ~
∞∑
n=1
α−nαn,
H2 =
~
2
∞∑
m,n=1
(
t1t2α−mα−nαn+m − α−m−nαmαn
)
+
~
2
2
( ∞∑
n=1
α−nαn
)2
+
~
2
2
∞∑
n=1
nα−nαn
In the same way we can obtain explicit formulae for higher coefficients, but
their form is more complicated. Now, comparing this expansion with (137)
we obtain:
rk(V) =
∞∑
n=1
α−nαn =
∞∑
n=1
npn
∂
∂pn
(143)
Note that the rank of the tautological bundle V over Hilbm is equal rk(V) = m.
In full agreement, the operator (143), obviously, acts by multiplication on m
in H•T (Hilbm).
Comparing u−2 term with (137) we obtain an explicit expression for the
first Chern class:
c1(V) =
1
2
∞∑
m,n=1
(
t1t2α−mα−nαn+m − α−m−nαnαm
)
+
~
2
∞∑
n=1
(n− 1)α−nαn (144)
which is in full agreement with the result of Lehn. The eigenvalues of this
operator in the basis of the Jack polynomials are given by (138).
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6.4 Expansion of R(u)
Let us consider the tensor square of the boson Fock space, and the operators
acting as follows:
α±n = αn ⊗ 1± 1⊗ αn (145)
The commutation relations for these operators are:
[α+n , α
+
m] = 2δn+m, [α
−
n , α
−
m] = 2δn+m, [α
+
n , α
−
m] = 0 (146)
The operators α±n generate a couple of Heisenberg algebras h
± such that the
elements of h+ commute with elements of h−. We also denote by F± the
Fock representations for h± respectively. Thus we can write:
F ⊗ F = F+ ⊗ F−
Proposition: The instanton R-matrix R(u) is an element of h−.
Proof By construction, R(u) is given by a product (95) of rational R-matrices
corresponding to the half-infinite wedge product representation Λ
∞
2 V for gl∞.
The general property of the rational R-matrix is that it commutes with the
action of gl∞.Thus, each term in (95), and therefore R(u) itself commute
with the action of gl∞. It implies, in particular that:
[R(u), a+n ] = 0, ∀n
now, the proposition follows from the fact that h± acts on F± irreducibly .
Therefore, the coefficients of expansion of the instanton R-matrix can be
expressed through α−n . In fact, to obtain the expansion of R-matrix it is
enough to know the expansion of its vacuum matrix element. Indeed, denote
by A∅ the vacuum matrix element of an operator A ∈ End(F
2).
Proposition: An element A ∈ h− is defined uniquely by is matrix ele-
ment A∅. If A∅ is already expressed through the normally ordered combina-
tions of the bosons αn, then A is obtained from A∅ by the change of variables
αn → α
−
n .
Proof. Let λ = λ1 ≥ ... ≥ λm be a partition. Consider the normally ordered
elements : α−λ := α
−
λ1
...α−λm forming a basis in h
−. We have
α−λ = αλ ⊗ 1 + ...+ 1⊗ αλ
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where dots stand for the mixed terms of the form αµ⊗αν . It is clear that the
vacuum matrix element is defined by the first term (: a−λ :)∅ = aλ. Note, that
aλ is also normally ordered. Moreover, given a normally ordered monomial
aλ then A = a
−
λ is a unique element in h
− with the property A∅ = αλ. 
For example, we can find the first two coefficients of the expansion
R(u) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
u−nRn
from the known coefficients of T(u) (142). We obtain:
R1 = ~
∞∑
n=1
α−−nα
−
n ,
R2 =
~
2
∞∑
m,n=1
(
t1t2 α
−
−nα
−
−mα
−
n+m − α
−
−n−mα
−
mα
−
n
)
+
~2
2
∞∑
m,n=1
α−−nα
−
−mα
−
nα
−
m
To prove it, by the last proposition it is enough to check that:(
R1
)
∅
= H1,
(
R2
)
∅
= H2
The last two expressions for R1 and R2 suggest that there is a wise choice
for normalization of the boson operators. Indeed consider the scaled bosons,
corresponding to Nakajima operators for equivariant lines in C2:
a−n = −
1
t1t2
α−−n, an = α
−
n (147)
and consider the corresponding bosonic field:
A(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
an z
n (148)
If we introduce the following notations for the residue of the formal series:∮
f(z)dz = f0, for f(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
fn z
n
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then we can rewrite the above formulae for the coefficients of intanton R-
matrix in the following compact form
R1 = −
~
t1t2
∮
A2(z)dz
R2 =
~
2t21t
2
2
∮
A3(z)dz +
1
2
(
~
t1t2
∮
A2(z)dz
)2 (149)
In particular the expansion of R-matrix takes a simple form:
logR(u) = 1− u−1
~
t1t2
∮
A2(z)dz + u−2
~2
2t21t
2
2
∮
A3(z)dz + ... (150)
We believe that there is a simple description of the higher coefficients for the
R-matrix.We leave the analysis of the coefficients of the instanton R-matrix
and, hopefully, the explicit combinatorial formulae for them for the future
work.
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